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ABSTRACT

The US FDA encourages use of statistical models to project effects of a new tobacco
product on population health, for Modified Risk Tobacco Product Applications
(MRTPAs) and Pre-Market Tobacco Applications (PMTAs). We review different
methods chosen for recently developed models. “Cohort models” follow a single cohort
through the death of each member, while full (“cross-sectional”) population models
follow a population of mixed ages and tobacco exposures over a specified period,
including births as well as deaths. Both types either calculate expected counts of
members of each product use category, or use summary statistics from Monte Carlo
simulation of tobacco use histories of many individuals. Output metrics include the
difference in cumulative deaths between a reference scenario and a scenario where a
new product is added, or may use measures such as smoking-attributable deaths or life
years, perhaps quality-adjusted. Each choice has advantages; we give examples of each
model type and review pros and cons.

Full cross-sectional population models have been criticized as overly complex, subject
to bias, and limited to inadequately short time periods, unlike cohort models.
However, we demonstrate that a full population model does not need to have any of
these limitations, and can even reduce to a cohort model if birth rates are set to zero
(and initial ages are set to a single age if desired). Thus, additional complexity becomes
the user’s choice. In return for the birth rate requirement, full population models
project annual prevalence of use of each product and mortality. This allows validation
to include running over historical years to check evolution of the total population,
smokers, and former smokers, all with age and sex breakdowns.

• Cohort models follow a single cohort such as a birth-year cohort through death or

an old age.

- Calendar time may or may not be used.

• Cross-sectional (over time) population models follow new incoming

population as well as a specified initial population (of all ages) over time.

- Births, sometimes net immigration

• System Dynamics (SD) systematically calculates the counts over time in every

population subgroup (e.g., year of age, sex, tobacco use status, and calendar year);

transition probabilities are not influenced by prior history (“Markov” assumption).

• Monte Carlo (microsimulation, agent-based modeling) methods draw

random characteristics of many individuals (sometimes called “agents”) and

random transitions from population distributions and then calculate statistics of

the simulated population.
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KEY STRENGTHS AND CHALLENGES OF EACH APPROACH

• Any number of transitions among smoking, dual use, and new product use (Fig. 1).

• Any calendar year period, e.g., 2012-2100 with previous decade for
calibration/validation.

• Mortality increases with cigarettes per day (CPD; faster increase at lower CPD).

• Can compare with and without new product at individual level, e.g., “would-be”
smoker, since the same random numbers are applied in each scenario.

• Probabilistic analyses apply specified probability distributions to inputs to calculate
output distributions.
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DEFINITIONS

SOME MULTI-PRODUCT MODELS

Population

Method Cohort Cross-section over Time

System 

Dynamics

Bachand et al. 2017: Dynamic

Population Modeler* tested

reduced-risk product effects on

mortality and quality-of-life-

adjusted life expectancy, using 1

million 12-year-olds followed

through age 102 or death.

Levy et al. 2017: Decision-

theoretic model tested vaporized

nicotine product effects on US

mortality in a young cohort.

Hill & Camacho 2017: Two-

product model tested projected

effects of a new product on UK

mortality over 2000-2050.

Vugrin et al. 2015: General

multi-product model tested

hypothetical reduced-risk product

effects on US mortality over

2000-2050.

Monte 

Carlo

Lee et al. 2017/Weitkunat et

al. 2015: Population Health

Impact Model (PHIM) simulated

reduced-risk product effects on

mortality due to lung cancer,

IHD, stroke, and COPD.

Kalkhoran & Glantz 2015: A

decision tree model simulated

effects of seven scenarios on US

and UK health measures, with

input uncertainty.

Cherng et al. 2016: “Agent-

based” model tested hypothetical

e-cigarette effects on smoking

initiation and cessation.

Muhammad-Kah et al. 2016:

“Agent-based” model tested

effects on US mortality over

2000-2050 of a hypothetical

MRTP introduced in 2004.

Poland & Teischinger 2017:

PharDyn model simulated

reduced-risk product effects on

US mortality over 2012-2060.

Population, Method Strengths Challenges

Cohort Has minimal input 

requirements & assumptions

Harder to interpret and apply 

to actual & projected 

populations

Cross-sectional 

over Time

Projects an actual evolving 

population

Easily calibrated against 

historical data

Can reduce to cohort model by 

zeroing incoming population

Requires birth/incoming 

population assumptions

Population at any given time 

could be biased relative to 

subgroups of interest

System Dynamics Deterministic calculation: no 

random variability in results

Must limit subgroup count to 

keep model manageable

Monte Carlo Intuitive

Easy to incorporate complex 

effects (e.g., Cig./Day effects)

Need large sample to smooth 

out variability in results

Example results of a run in “cohort mode” (without incoming population), using a
cohort of 1 million US 17-year-olds (half male) in 2012:

• There were 36,213 fewer ever-smokers and 6303 more survivors reaching at least
72 years of age with the new product vs. without it (Fig. 2).

• These results assumed that the new product has an Excess Risk Ratio (proportion
of cigarette smoker Excess Risk experienced by the new product user) equal to 10%
of that of cigarettes; the break-even Excess Risk Ratio in terms of survivors
(reaching 72 years) was 45%.

• Break-even analysis showed that switch rates (C-M and C-B) of ~2%/year fully
compensate for reduced survivors, when new product initiation is increased to 50%
of cigarette initiation, as in Bachand et al. 2017 (Fig. 3).

To compare methods of projecting population health effects of new tobacco products, 

including strengths and limitations.

OBJECTIVE

Figure 3. Example break-even analysis with PharDyn model run in cohort
mode
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Figure 2. Excess Risk Ratio sensitivity for PharDyn model run in cohort
mode
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EXAMPLE: PHARDYN MONTE CARLO MODEL

Simplifications to reduce 
data requirements:

o Initiation is at age 18 only, 
to a single product only. 
18-year-old; never-
smokers stay never-
smokers for life.

o Cessation is defined as 
permanent, to represent 
net cessation after 
relapses. Exception: 
former cigarette smokers 
may take up the new 
product (red arrow in 
figure), and from there 
may relapse to smoking

Figure 1. PharDyn model diagram
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* Also uses Monte Carlo to model variability.
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